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The Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) community has been focusing on vehicle automation since 1987, when the European Commission funded the 800 million Euros EC EUREKA Prometheus Project on autonomous vehicles. In this project, vehicles such as the Dickmann’s Mercedes-Benz were able to perform vision-based autonomous navigation on empty roads. Since this first European initiative, much work has been conducted in this area. Initiatives including the Cybercar (90’s), the PATH initiative (1997), the Darpa Grand Challenge (2004), the VisLab intercontinental autonomous challenge (2010) and Google car (2011) have contributed to this big challenge.

However, although more aspects of driving are being automated, full automation is still impossible in Europe for legal reasons. In order to create a legal framework for road automation and driving sharing, many projects, including the European project HAVEit, have tried to demonstrate its feasibility. The French Automatisation Basse Vitesse (ABV) project, standing for Low Speed Automation, differs from HAVEit by focusing on congested and heavy traffic in urban and suburban roads at speeds below 50 km/h and adding the fully automated driving capability to the automation spectrum.

By automatically following congested traffic, the ABV system relieves the human driver from performing monotonous tasks such as holding the brake pedal or rather risky maneuvers like changing lanes or simply keeping a safe distance from the vehicle in front. During fully automated driving inside the application zone, the human driver is still responsible for the vehicle, and is involved in the task of driving (e.g. activating a blinker to overtake) but with much less engagement. When reaching the end of the application zone the driver is required to take over the control of the vehicle. If the driver fails to do so, the vehicle will automatically stop.

The automation algorithms, following the classical scheme (1) perception (2) planning (3) control have been integrated into an electrified Citroën C1 Ev’ie and tested on several experiments on the Satory tracks (Versailles, France).

The Citroën C1 was equipped with sensors (odometers, lasers and frontal camera) in order to detect obstacles to avoid and determine which lane to follow, on-board computer to process data and make decisions, acceleration/brake and steering actuators (PARAVAN) to control the vehicle, and communication devices.

Perception issues are mainly divided into three axes. First the ego-localization allows the vehicle to know its position and orientation in the map (in the application zone). Position measurements coming from the GPS devices are fused with the velocity measurements coming from the odometers by using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). Obstacle detection and tracking is made with frontal and rear laser-scanners. Laser data are segmented using a Recursive Line Fitting algorithm to

**Figure 1: Vehicle equipment.**
Cooperative Systems for Car Safety Improvement

by Zdeněk Lokaj, Tomas Zelinka and Miroslav Šrotýř

Cooperative systems are playing an increasingly important role in the automotive industry, particularly in relation to improvement of safety. Telecommunication solutions are crucial in cooperative systems, owing to the need to deliver data to appropriate places at appropriate times. This paper describes state-of-the-art of cooperative systems and describes one real application which is under development.

Many research and development projects are in progress around the world with the goal of developing new cooperative applications and testing them in real environments. Generally the approach of R&D in cooperative systems focuses on the following applications:

- Mitigation of risk of accidents at high speed – Electronic emergency brake lights, front collision warning systems, blind spot warnings / warnings during lane changing, overtaking warnings, left turn assistant
- Mitigation of risk of accidents at low speed – Crossroads motion assistant
- Safety awareness – Remote diagnostics (battery monitoring), stationary vehicle (or pedestrian) warnings, road conditions warnings
- Emergency applications – eCall
- Eco-Green Mobility / Vehicle Speed – Electronic payments (e.g. Electronic Fee Collections – EFC), traffic data collection, dedicated eco-lane, green wave, traffic signal timing for optimal stopping of the vehicle
- Applications for driver convenience – Electric-vehicle charging stations guides, eCommerce, internet access, multimedia files download, video telephony

Telecommunication Solutions for Cooperative Systems

Since the fundamental component of cooperative systems is wireless telecommunication systems much of the research focuses on this area. Since 2009 there has been dedicated telco technology DSRC 5.9 GHz for ITS solutions communication in Europe, but studies have also been investigating the potential to use other technologies, such as WiFi (IEEE 802.11 e/n/p), mobile data services (EDGE, HSDPA, LTE, LTE-A), WiMAX (IEEE 802.16 e/m), Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) and MBWA (IEEE 802.20) to analyse properties of...